Suppliers to the 2015 Chrysler 200

Contact: James Clark james.clark@ihs.com leave at Supplier Business

JOURCCE BUMPERS ARE BUMP STOPS. THEY ARE LOCATED ON THE BOTTOM OF A SPRING

Lighting Assist - SmartBeam: SmartBeam uses a miniature camera-on-a-chip integrated in the auto-dimming mirror combined to automatically operate a vehicle’s high beams.

ZF-Servolectric – Use Electric Power Steering System: It is superior to conventional hydraulic power steering systems. It works with an electronically controlled electric motor, which replaces the conventional hydraulic system.

Water Separation System – provides clean air for air conditioner.

Stay converter – in the Exhaust Manifold.

BodySense – vehicle occupant classification solution/smart airbag deployment.

Use this for description: SEAT OCCUPANT SENSOR SYSTEM FOR AIRBAGS.

CAC Ducts – Diesel engine, CAC tubes (from turbo to intercooler & back to intake).

CAC – cold air charge.

Magneside (BWigroup) – Ride Control Systems (Suspension).

Torca AccuLock – AccuLock exhaust clamp.

EGR – exhaust gas recirculation.

Accella for Seats – leather simulation / decorative material.

AIRMATIC - AIR SUPPLY UNIT (WABCO) – air systems: electronically controlled air suspension systems.